THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE
Mankind has forever strived to learn. The tribe with the
better weapons can hunt more efficiently, defend itself
better and take what it lacked from their neighbours. With
the advent of farming and the ability to domesticate wild
animals, the first civilisations began to form. Better
housing, advances in medicine and the ability to pass
knowledge down through the generations increased
mankind’s knowledge of himself and his environment.
The History of Science follows mankind’s journey from
primitive stone tools and weapons, through the bronze and
iron ages, through the Renaissance and on to a quest for
the stars. With informative text, illustrations, diagrams and
maps and a continuous timeline The History of Science
will take you on a journey the like of which has never
been seen before.
Contents: Stone Age Technology • The Bronze Age • The
Iron Age • Science in the Classical World • Age of
Alchemy • Golden Ages • Copernicus Moves the Earth •
Galileo’s New View • Baconian Revolutions • Newton’s
Laws • Using Engine Power • Collecting electricity •
Classifying life • Pneumatic chemists • Electric currents •
Atoms and elements • Studying light • Electromagnetism •
The Age of Earth • Discovering Energy • Cell theory and
Darwinism • James Clerk Maxwell • The Periodic Table •
Standard Time • Radioactivity and radiation • An
Expanding Universe • Classifying stars • Relativity •
Quantum Physics • An Expanding Universe • Antibiotics •
Electronics • Echoes of the Big Bang • The Standard
Model • Superconductors • Genetic modification • Dark
Energy • From the Higgs Boson to Gravity waves • The
Future
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